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Cable Car World

Sambesi - digital maintenance and asset management

With Sambesi, you have all the information about your systems digitally at hand at all times. Sambesi plans and documents the maintenance activities specified by the manufacturers and the authorities and records everything in a digital logbook.

Contact:
Remec AG
Mr. Johannes Stadler
Militärstraße 3
6467 Schattdorf
Switzerland
Fon: +41415003911
E-Mail: johannes.stadler@remec.ch
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Cable Car World

3D visualisations

Premium 3D-visualisations communicate visions without words and explanations - in a simple but understandable form.

Two aspects are crucial for a conclusive visualisation with a clear message: domain-specific expertise and appealing, premium-quality visuals. Thanks to their experience in the field of 3D ropeway simulation, HR Innoways combine these two skills. For all of the visualisation projects, they rely on the cutting-edge Unreal Engine 5. This makes it possible to convert any of their 3D visualisations into interactive real-time applications - even in Augmented Reality (AR) or Virtual Reality (VR).

 

Contact:
HR Innoways GmbH
Herr Rudorfer Maximilian
Handelskai 132 / Stiege 1 / Büro 2
1020 Wien
Austria
Fon: +4313611559110
E-Mail: m.rudorfer@hr-innoways.com
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Cable Car World

Axess TICKET FRAME 600

The new Axess TICKET FRAME 600 sets new standards. The design suggests a picture frame, perfectly hanging on the wall. When not in operation, art or other motives can be displayed. Inside it hides a whole range of functions. Entry tickets, day passes or other tickets can be loaded in seconds with this new machine.

Access to the venue, leisure site or ropeway is immediately given free at the entry. Without an existing card, a voucher with QR-code is printed. The ticket can be collected afterwards at the Axess PICK UP BOX 600. Both processes take place without contact with people. Meaning health protection and minimizing the infection risk with the Coronavirus. Incidentally, it is clearly the fastest way to get a ticket on site. 24 hours a day.

Contact:
Axess AG
Herr Christian Müller
Sonystraße 18
5081 Anif
Austria
Fon: 00436246202
E-Mail: c.mueller@teamaxess.com
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